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Abstract It is not uncommon in the data anonymization literature to oppose the “old” k-anonymity model
to the “new” diﬀerential privacy model, which oﬀers
more robust privacy guarantees. Yet, it is often disregarded that the utility of the anonymized results provided by diﬀerential privacy is quite limited, due to the
amount of noise that needs to be added to the output, or
because utility can only be guaranteed for a restricted
type of queries. This is in contrast with k-anonymity
mechanisms, which make no assumptions on the uses
of anonymized data while focusing on preserving data
utility from a general perspective. In this paper, we
show that a synergy between diﬀerential privacy and
k-anonymity can be found: k-anonymity can help improving the utility of diﬀerentially private responses to
arbitrary queries. We devote special attention to the
utility improvement of diﬀerentially private published
data sets. Speciﬁcally, we show that the amount of noise
required to fulﬁll ε-diﬀerential privacy can be reduced
if noise is added to a k-anonymous version of the data
set, where k-anonymity is reached through a specially
designed microaggregation of all attributes. As a result
of noise reduction, the general analytical utility of the
anonymized output is increased. The theoretical beneﬁts of our proposal are illustrated in a practical setting
with an empirical evaluation on three data sets.
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1 Introduction
Publishing microdata (e.g., responses to polls, census
information, healthcare records) collected by organizations such as statistical agencies is of great interest for
the data analysis community. At the same time, microdata may contain conﬁdential information about individuals. To overcome this privacy threat, data should
be anonymized before making them available for secondary use [11,58,32].
In the last two decades, several models for data
anonymization have been proposed in the literature.
One of the best-known and widely used is k-anonymity [51], which aims at making each record indistinguishable from, at least, k − 1 other records. The usual
computational procedure to reach k-anonymity is a combination of global or local attribute recoding and local
suppressions [50,57,1, 29]. An alternative procedure, especially suitable for attributes with no obvious generalization hierarchy (like the numerical ones), is microaggregation [19,17]. Whatever the computational procedure, k-anonymity assumes that identiﬁers are suppressed from the data to be released and it focuses on
masking quasi-identiﬁer attributes; these are attributes
(e.g., Age, Gender, Zipcode and Race) that may enable
re-identifying the respondent of a record because they
are linkable to analogous attributes available in external identiﬁed data sources (like electoral rolls, phone
books, etc.). k-Anonymity does not mask conﬁdential
attributes (e.g., salary, health condition, political preferences, etc.) unless they are also quasi-identiﬁers. While
k-anonymity has been shown to provide reasonably useful anonymized results, especially for small k, it is also
vulnerable to attacks based on the possible lack of diversity of the non-anonymized conﬁdential attributes
or on additional background knowledge available to the
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attacker [39,59,35,20]. Several reﬁnements of the kanonymity model, including l-diversity [39] and t-closeness [35], have been proposed to prevent this kind of
attacks.
On the other hand, ε-diﬀerential privacy [23] is a
more recent and rigorous privacy model that makes no
assumptions about the attacker’s background knowledge. In a nutshell, it guarantees that the anonymization output is insensitive (up to a factor dependent on
ε) to modiﬁcations of individual input records. In this
way, the privacy of an individual is not compromised by
her presence in the data set, which is a much more robust guarantee than the one oﬀered by the k-anonymity
model. To do so, ε-diﬀerential privacy requires adding
an amount of noise to obtain the anonymized output
that depends on the variability of the actual non-anonymized values. ε-Diﬀerential privacy was originally
proposed for the interactive scenario, in which, instead
of releasing an anonymized version of the data set, the
anonymizer returns noise-added answers to interactive
queries. The accuracy of the response to a query depends on the sensitivity of the query and the intended
level of privacy. Given a query f and an intended level
ε of diﬀerential privacy, there are two possibilities to
improve the utility of the response: using a noise addition strategy that provides a better adjustment to the
query under consideration, or replacing f by a modiﬁed
query f  that approximates f and has less sensitivity. In
this paper, we take the second approach, as explained
below.
In summary, we can conclude that k-anonymity enables general-purpose data publication with reasonable
utility regardless of the data uses, at the cost of some
privacy weaknesses. On the contrary, ε-diﬀerential privacy oﬀers a very robust privacy guarantee at the cost
of substantially limiting the utility of the anonymized
outputs.

1.1 Contribution and plan of this paper
We show here that a synergy between k-anonymity and
ε-diﬀerential privacy can be found in order to achieve
more accurate and general-purpose ε-diﬀerential privacy: k-anonymity can help increasing the utility of differentially private query outputs while making as few
assumptions on the type of queries as k-anonymity does.
Speciﬁcally, we show that the amount of noise required
to fulﬁll ε-diﬀerential privacy can be greatly reduced if
the query is run on a k-anonymous version of the data
set obtained through microaggregation of all attributes
(instead of running it on the raw input data). In other
words, we propose to replace any query f by f ◦ M ,
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where M is a microaggregation function achieving kanonymity. This implies that, instead of running f on
the actual data set, we run it on a microaggregated
version of the data set.
The rationale is that the microaggregation performed
to achieve k-anonymity helps reducing the sensitivity
of the input versus modiﬁcations of individual records;
hence, it helps reducing the amount of noise to be added
to achieve ε-diﬀerential privacy. As a result, data utility
can be improved without renouncing the strong privacy
guarantee of ε-diﬀerential privacy.
Section 2 reviews related work and background on
k-anonymity and ε-diﬀerential privacy. Section 3 discusses the use of a k-anonymous microaggregation step
prior to the evaluation of a query function as a means to
reduce the query sensitivity, thereby reducing the noise
required to attain diﬀerential privacy. Section 4 proposes a general algorithm for generating ε-diﬀerentially
private data sets that employs the k-anonymous microaggregation procedure described earlier. Implementation details for data sets with numerical and categorical attributes are given. Section 5 reports an empirical evaluation of the diﬀerentially private outputs obtained from three data sets via k-anonymous microaggregation; the output is compared against standard kanonymity and ε-diﬀerential privacy mechanisms regarding data utility and disclosure risk. Section 6 presents the conclusions and proposes some lines for future
research.
This paper is an extension of the preliminary research described in [56]. Section 2.1 in the present paper is new. Most of Section 3 is new as well, namely the
extension of our approach to arbitrary queries (rather
than just the identity query needed for data publishing) and the theoretical results on insensitive microaggregation. Also new are Sections 4.4 (extension of our
approach for categorical attributes), 4.5 (semantic distance for categorical values) and 4.6 (integration of heterogeneous attribute types). Finally, the section on empirical results has been expanded very substantially: in
addition to the numerical data set of [56], we now feature two more data sets, one of them categorical and
the other one mixed numerical-categorical. Finally, Sections 5.3 and 5.4 are new.

2 Related work and background
2.1 Related work
Compared to the general-purpose data publication offered by k-anonymity, which makes no assumptions on
the uses of published data, the interactive scenario of
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ε-diﬀerential privacy severely limits data analysis, because it only allows answering a limited number of queries.
This limitation can be overcome by generating a diﬀerentially private data set. Such a data set can be released and then used to answer an unlimited number of
queries. The usual approach to release diﬀerentially private microdata sets is based on histogram queries [62,
63]; that is, on approximating the data distribution by
partitioning the data domain and counting the number of records in each partition set. To prevent the
counts from leaking too much information they are computed in a diﬀerentially private manner. Apart from the
counts, partitioning can also reveal information. One
way to prevent partitioning from leaking information
consists in using a predeﬁned partition that is independent of the actual data under consideration (e.g. by
using a grid [40]). The accuracy of the approximation
obtained via histogram queries depends on the number
of records contained in each of the histogram bins: the
more records, the less relative error. For data sets with
sparsely populated regions, using a predeﬁned partition
may be problematic. Several strategies have been proposed to improve the accuracy of diﬀerentially private
count (histogram) queries, which we next review. In [31]
consistency constraints between a set of queries are exploited to increase accuracy. In [61] a wavelet transform is applied to the data and the noise is added in
the frequency domain. In [63,36] the histogram bins
are adjusted to the actual data. In [9], the authors consider diﬀerential privacy of attributes whose domain is
ordered and has moderate to large cardinality (e.g. numerical attributes); the attribute domain is represented
as a tree, which is decomposed in order to increase the
accuracy of answers to count queries (multi-dimensional
range queries). Our approach is similar to [61] in that
we apply a prior transformation to the original data.
However, our proposal diﬀers from all previous ones in
that it is not limited to histogram queries and it allows
dealing with any type of attributes (ordered or not ordered).
As we apply a microaggregation step before adding
the random noise to satisfy diﬀerential privacy, we can
think of it as constructing a diﬀerentially private data
set out of a k-anonymous data set. However, it is important to remark that we do not aim at ﬁnding any
relation between k-anonymity and diﬀerential privacy
(beyond the fact that the microaggregation step lets
us reduce the magnitude of the noise required to satisfy diﬀerential privacy). Readers interested in comparative studies discussing the merits, problems and possible bridges between k-anonymity and diﬀerential privacy may refer to [8,10]; these recent references conclude that there is room both for syntactic privacy mod-
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els (k-anonymity-like) and diﬀerential privacy. In this
sense, a practical method is presented in [38], in which
it is shown that a constrained k-anonymization (which
does not depend on the input data) preceded by random
sampling can satisfy a relaxed form of diﬀerential privacy. On the contrary, we use k-anonymity as a means
to reduce the information loss caused by standard differential privacy.
2.2 Background on k-anonymity and microaggregation
As mentioned above, k-anonymity [51, 50,57] attempts
to thwart re-identiﬁcation. It can be deﬁned as follows.
Deﬁnition 1 (k-Anonymity) A data set is said to satisfy k-anonymity for an integer k > 1 if, for each combination of values of quasi-identiﬁer attributes, at least k
records exist in the data set sharing that combination.
Several criticisms have been raised against k-anonymity since it appeared. Although k-anonymity is able
to prevent identity disclosure (re-identiﬁcation is only
possible with probability 1/k), it may not protect against
attribute disclosure. For example, let a medical data set
contain quasi-identiﬁer attributes Age, Gender, Zipcode
and Race, and conﬁdential attribute AIDS (whose values can be Yes or No). Imagine that we 3-anonymize
this data set, but a group of three records sharing a
certain combination of quasi-identiﬁer attribute values
also shares the conﬁdential attribute value AIDS=Yes.
In this case, if the intruder can establish that her target respondent’s record is within that group (because
it is the only group with compatible Age, Gender, Zipcode and Race), the intruder learns that the target respondent suﬀers from AIDS. Several ﬁxes/alternatives
to k-anonymity also based on the idea of data set partitioning have appeared: l-diversity [39], t-closeness [35],
(α, k)-anonymity [59], etc. However, none of those alternatives is free from shortcomings, see [20] for a critical
survey.
In [19], it is shown how to achieve k-anonymity via
microaggregation. Microaggregation [17] is a family of
anonymization algorithms for data sets that works in
two stages:
– First, the set of records in a data set is clustered in
such a way that: i) each cluster contains at least k
records; ii) records within a cluster are as similar as
possible.
– Second, each record within each cluster is replaced
by a representative of the cluster, typically the centroid record.
Clearly, when microaggregation is applied to the projection of records on their quasi-identiﬁer attributes,
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Algorithm 1 Maximum distance to average record
(MDAV)
let X be the original data set
let k be the minimal cluster size
while |X| ≥ 3k do
x ←average record of X
x1 ←most distant record to x in X
x2 ←most distant record to x1 in X
Form a cluster with x1 and its k − 1 closest records
Form a cluster with x2 and its k − 1 closest records
Remove the clustered records from X
end while
if |X| ≥ 2k then
x ←average record of X
x1 ←most distant record to x in X
Form a cluster with x1 and its closest k − 1 records
Remove the clustered records from X
end if
Form a new cluster with the remaining records.
In each record within each formed cluster, replace the value
of each quasi-identiﬁer attribute with the average value of the
attribute over the cluster.

the resulting data set is k-anonymous. In [19] a simple
microaggregation heuristic called MDAV is described,
in which all clusters have exactly k records, except the
last one, which has between k and 2k − 1 records. As
the internals of MDAV will be required in Section 3, we
recall the MDAV algorithm (see Algorithm 1).
2.3 Background on diﬀerential privacy
Diﬀerential privacy was originally proposed by [23] as a
privacy model in the interactive setting, that is, to protect the outcomes of queries to a database. The assumption is that an anonymization mechanism sits between
the user submitting queries and the database answering
them.
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– ε is the diﬀerential privacy parameter;
– Δ(f ) is the L1 -sensitivity of f , that is, the maximum
variation of the query function between neighbor
data sets, i.e., sets diﬀering in at most one record.
Speciﬁcally, the density function of the Laplace noise
is

p(x) =

ε
e−|x|ε/Δ(f ) .
2Δ(f )

Notice that, for ﬁxed ε, the higher the sensitivity Δ(f )
of the query function f , the more Laplace noise is added:
indeed, satisfying the ε-diﬀerential privacy deﬁnition
(Deﬁnition 2) requires more noise when the query function f can vary strongly between neighbor data sets.
Also, for ﬁxed Δ(f ), the smaller ε, the more Laplace
noise is added: when ε is very small, Deﬁnition 2 almost requires that the probabilities on both sides of
Equation (1) be equal, which requires the randomized
function κ(·) = f (·) + Y (·) to yield very similar results
for all pairs of neighbor data sets; adding a lot of noise
is a way to achieve this.
Diﬀerential privacy was also proposed for the noninteractive setting in [3,25, 30,7]. Even though a noninteractive data release can be used to answer an arbitrarily large number of queries, in all these proposals, this is obtained at the cost of oﬀering utility guarantees only for a restricted class of queries [3], typically count queries. This contrasts with the generalpurpose utility-preserving data release oﬀered by the
k-anonymity model.

In [45], an ε-diﬀerentially private sanitizer based on
generalization is proposed for the non-interactive setDeﬁnition 2 (ε-Diﬀerential privacy) A randomized func- ting. The method ﬁrst converts the microdata ﬁle into
tion κ gives ε-diﬀerential privacy if, for all data sets
a contingency table by accumulating in each table cell
X1 , X2 such that one can be obtained from the other
the count of records that share a combination of cateby modifying a single record, and all S ⊂ Range(κ), it
gories of certain attributes (classiﬁcation attributes). It
holds
then generalizes the contingency table by using coarser
categories for the classiﬁcation attributes; this results in
P (κ(X1 ) ∈ S) ≤ exp(ε) × P (κ(X2 ) ∈ S).
(1)
higher counts for the table cells, which are much larger
The computational mechanism to attain ε-diﬀerenthan the noise that needs to be added to reach diﬀertial privacy is often called ε-diﬀerentially private sanential privacy. The limitations of this method are that:
itizer. A usual sanitization approach is noise addition:
its analytical utility is restricted to (coarsened) count
ﬁrst, the real value f (X) of the response to a certain
queries; the aggregations it performs are constrained by
user query f is computed, and then a random noise, say
the generalization hierarchies of the selected classiﬁcaY (X), is added to mask f (X), that is, a randomized retion attributes. In contrast, we use a free microaggregasponse κ(X) = f (X) + Y (X) is returned. To generate
tion only constrained by the k-anonymity requirement,
Y (X), a common choice is to use a Laplace distribution
which yields diﬀerentially private microdata that can
with zero mean and Δ(f )/ε scale parameter, where:
be used for any type of queries.
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3 Diﬀerential privacy through k-anonymous
microaggregation
Diﬀerential privacy and microaggregation oﬀer quite
diﬀerent disclosure limitation guarantees. Diﬀerential
privacy is introduced in a query-response environment
and oﬀers probabilistic guarantees that the contribution
of any single individual to the query response is limited,
while microaggregation is used to protect microdata releases and works by clustering groups of individuals and
replacing them by the group centroid, regardless of the
query types the user will be interested in. When applied to the quasi-identiﬁer attributes, microaggregation achieves k-anonymity. In spite of those diﬀerences,
we can leverage microaggregation masking to decrease
the amount of random noise required to attain diﬀerentially private outputs; besides, these outputs will be
as independent of their subsequent uses as the outputs
of k-anonymous mechanisms.
Let X be a data set with attributes A1 , . . . , Am , and
X be a microaggregated X with minimal cluster size k.
Let M be a microaggregation function that takes as
input a data set, and outputs a microaggregated version of it: M (X) = X. Let f be an arbitrary query
function for which an ε-diﬀerentially private response
is requested. A typical diﬀerentially private mechanism
takes these steps: capture the query f , compute the real
response f (X), and output a masked value f (X) + N ,
where N is a random noise whose magnitude is adjusted
to the sensitivity of f .
To improve the utility of an ε-diﬀerentially private
response to f , we seek to minimize the distortion introduced by the random noise N . Two main approaches
are used in the literature. In the ﬁrst approach, a random noise is used that allows for a ﬁner calibration to
the query f under consideration. For instance, if the
variability of the query f is highly dependent on the
actual data set X, using a data-dependent noise (such
as in [46]) would probably reduce the utility loss. In
the second approach, the query function f is modiﬁed
so that the new query function is less sensitive to modiﬁcations of a record in the data set (paper [45], mentioned in Section 2, exempliﬁes this approach).
Our proposal falls in the second approach above: we
replace the original query function f by f ◦ M , that is,
we run the query f on the microaggregated data set
X. Notice that, to improve the utility of diﬀerentially
private outputs and unlike related works on diﬀerential
privacy, we make no assumptions on the type of queries
the user will be interested in. In diﬀerentially private
mechanisms there is usually a single source of error: the
noise introduced to comply with Inequality (1). With
the approximation of the query function f by f ◦ M
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we introduce a second source of error: the error due to
the approximation of f by f ◦ M (that is, the error due
to computing f over X instead of over X). We expect
the sum of the two errors in the computation of f ◦ M
to be smaller than the error we had for f . It can be
shown that the sensitivity of f ◦ M is smaller than the
sensitivity of f : the actual reduction of the sensitivity
depends on f (as part of the application to the generation of diﬀerentially private data sets, we show that for
a query that returns an individual’s data the sensitivity
is divided by the cluster size used in the microaggregation). Expressing the error due to the approximation of
f by f ◦ M in terms of equivalent noise under diﬀerential privacy is not possible in general, as the former
error depends not only on the query function, but also
on the actual data and the microaggregation algorithm
used.
Since the k-anonymous data set X is formed by the
centroids of the clusters (i.e., the average records), for
the sensitivity of the queries f ◦ M to be eﬀectively
reduced the centroid must be stable against modiﬁcations of one record in the original data set X. This
means that modiﬁcation of one record in the original
data set X should only slightly aﬀect the centroids in
the microaggregated data set. Although this will hold
for most of the clusters yielded by any microaggregation
algorithm, we need it to hold for all clusters in order to
eﬀectively reduce the sensitivity.
Not all microaggregation algorithms satisfy the above
requirement; for instance, if the microaggregation algorithm could generate a completely unrelated set of clusters after modiﬁcation of a single record in X, the eﬀect
on the centroids could be large. As we are modifying one
record in X, the best we can expect is a set of clusters
that diﬀer in one record from the original set of clusters.
Microaggregation algorithms with this property lead to
the greatest reduction in the query sensitivity; we refer
to them as insensitive microaggregation algorithms.
Deﬁnition 3 (Insensitive microaggregation) Let
X be a data set, M a microaggregation algorithm, and
let {C1 , . . . , Cn } be the set of clusters that result from
running M on X. Let X  be a data set that diﬀers from
X in a single record, and {C1 , . . . , Cn } be the clusters
produced by running M on X  . We say that M is insensitive to the input data if, for every pair of data
sets X and X  diﬀering in a single record, there is a
bijection between the set of clusters {C1 , . . . , Cn } and
the set of clusters {C1 , . . . , Cn } such that each pair of
corresponding clusters diﬀers at most in a single record.
Since for an insensitive microaggregation algorithm
corresponding clusters diﬀer at most in one record, bounding the variability of the centroid is simple. For instance,
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for numerical data, when computing the centroid as the
mean, the maximum change for each attribute equals
the size of the range of the attribute divided by k. If
the microaggregation was not insensitive, a single modiﬁcation in X might lead to completely diﬀerent clusters,
and hence to large variability in the centroids.
The output of microaggregation algorithms is usually highly dependent on the input data. On the positive
side, this leads to greater within-cluster homogeneity
and hence less information loss. On the negative side,
modifying a single record in the input data may lead
to completely diﬀerent clusters; in other words, such
algorithms are not insensitive to the input data as per
Deﬁnition 3. We illustrate this fact for MDAV. Figure 1
shows the clusters generated by MDAV for a toy data
set X consisting of 15 records with two attributes, before and after modifying a single record. In MDAV, we
use the Euclidean distance and k = 5. Two of the clusters in the original data set diﬀer by more than one
record from the respective most similar clusters in the
modiﬁed data set. Therefore, no mapping between clusters of both data sets exists that satisﬁes the requirements of Deﬁnition 3. The centroids of the clusters are
represented by a cross. A large change in the centroids
between the original and the modiﬁed data sets can be
observed.
We want to turn MDAV into an insensitive microaggregation algorithm, so that it can be used as the microaggregation algorithm to generate X. MDAV depends on two parameters: the minimal cluster size k,
and the distance function d used to measure the distance between records. Modifying k does not help making MDAV insensitive: similar examples to the ones in
Figure 1 can easily be proposed for any k > 1; on the
other hand, setting k = 1 does make MDAV insensitive,
but it is equivalent to not performing any microaggregation at all. Next, we see that MDAV is insensitive if
the distance function d is consistent with a total order
relation.
Deﬁnition 4 A distance function d : X × X → R
is said to be consistent with an order relation ≤X if
d(x, y) ≤ d(x, z) whenever x ≤X y ≤X z.
Proposition 1 Let X be a data set equipped with a
total order relation ≤X . Let d : X×X → R be a distance
function consistent with ≤X . MDAV with distance d
satisﬁes the insensitivity condition (Deﬁnition 3).
Proof. When the distance d is consistent with a
total order, MDAV with cluster size k reduces to iteratively taking sets with cardinality k from the extremes,
until less than k records are left; the remaining records
form the last cluster. Let x1 , . . . , xn be the elements
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Fig. 1 MDAV clusters and centroids with k = 5. Top, original data set X; bottom, data set after modifying one record
in X.

of X sorted according to ≤X . MDAV generates a set
clusters of the form:
{x1 , . . . , xk }, . . . , {xn−k+1 , . . . , xn }.
We want to check that modifying a single record of
X leads to a set of clusters that diﬀer in at most one
element. Suppose that we modify record x by setting
it to x , and let X  be the modiﬁed data set. Without
loss of generality, we assume that x ≤X x ; the proof is
similar for the case x ≤X x.
Let C be the cluster of X that contains x, and C  the
cluster of X  that contains x . Let m be the minimum
of the elements in C, and let M be the maximum of
the elements in C  . As MDAV takes groups of k records
from the extremes, the clusters of X whose elements are
all inferior to m, or all superior to M remain unmodiﬁed
in X  . Therefore, we can assume that x belongs to the
leftmost cluster of X, and x belongs to the rightmost
cluster in X  .

Let C1 , . . . , Cm and C1 , . . . , Cm
be, respectively, the

clusters of X and X , ordered according to ≤X . Let
xi1 and xiji be the minimum and the maximum of the
elements of Ci : Ci = {z ∈ X|xi1 ≤ z ≤ xiji }. Cluster C1 contains the same elements as C1 except for x
that has been removed from C1 and for x21 that has
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Algorithm 2 General form of a microaggregation algorithm with ﬁxed cluster size
let X be the original data set
let k be the minimal cluster size
set i := 0
while |X| ≥ 2k do
Ci ← k smallest elements from X according to ≤i
X := X \ Ci
i := i + 1
end while
X ←Replace each record r ∈ X by the centroid of its cluster
return X

been added to C1 , C1 = (C1 ∪ {x21 }) \ {x}. Clusters

contain the same elements as the respecC2 , . . . , Cm−1
tive cluster C2 , . . . , Cm−1 , except for xi1 that has been
that has been added to Ci .
removed from Ci and xi+1
1

Cluster Cm contains the same elements as Cm except


for xm
1 that has been removed from Cm and x that has

been added to Cm . Therefore, clusters Ci and Ci diﬀer
in a single record for all i, which completes the proof.

We have seen that, when the distance function is consistent with a total order relation, MDAV is insensitive.
Now, we want to determine the necessary conditions
for an arbitrary microaggregation algorithm to be insensitive. Algorithm 2 describes the general form of a
microaggregation algorithm with ﬁxed cluster size k.
Essentially it keeps selecting groups of k records, until less than 2k records are left; the remaining records
form the last cluster, whose size is between k and 2k−1.
Generating each cluster requires a selection criterion to
prioritize some elements over the others. We can think
of this prioritization as an order relation ≤i , and the
selection criterion for constructing the cluster Ci to be
“select the k smallest records according to ≤i ”. Note
that the prioritization used to generate diﬀerent clusters need not be the same; for instance, MDAV selects
the remaining element that is farthest from the average of remaining points, and prioritizes based on the
distance to it.
Let X and X  be a pair of data sets that diﬀer in one
record. For Algorithm 2 to be insensitive, the sequence
of orders ≤i must be constant across executions of the
algorithm; to see this, note that, if one of the orders ≤i
changed, we could easily construct data sets X and X 
such that cluster Ci in X would diﬀer by more than one
record from its corresponding cluster in X  , and hence
the algorithm would not be insensitive.
Another requirement for Algorithm 2 to be insensitive is that the priority assigned by ≤i to any two
diﬀerent elements must be diﬀerent. If there were different elements sharing the same priority, we could end
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up with clusters that diﬀer by more than one record.
For instance, assume that the sets X and X  are such
that X  = (X \ {x}) ∪ {x }, and assume that x belongs
to cluster Ci and x belongs to cluster Ci . Clusters Ci
and Ci already diﬀer in one element, so for the clustering to be insensitive all the other records in these
clusters must be equal. If there was a pair of elements,
y = y  , with the same priority, and if only one of them
was included in each of the clusters Ci and Ci , then, as
there is no way to discriminate between y and y  , we
could, for instance, include y in Ci , and y  in Ci . In that
case, the clusters Ci and Ci would diﬀer by more than
one record. Therefore, for the microaggregation to be
insensitive, ≤i must assign a diﬀerent priority to each
element; in other words, ≤i must be a total order.
A similar argument to the one used in Proposition 1
can be used to show that when the total order relation is
the same for all the clusters —in other words, when ≤i
and ≤j are equal for any i and j—, then Algorithm 2
is insensitive to the input data. However, we want to
show that even when the total orders ≤i are diﬀerent,
insensitivity still holds. In fact, Proposition 2 provides
a complete characterization of insensitive microaggregation algorithms of the form of Algorithm 2.
Proposition 2 Algorithm 2 is insensitive to input data
if and only if {≤i }i∈N is a ﬁxed sequence of total order
relations deﬁned over the domain of X.
Proof. In the discussion previous to Proposition 2
we have already shown that if Algorithm 2 is insensitive, then {≤i }i∈N must be a ﬁxed sequence of total
order relations. We show now that the reverse implication also holds: if {≤i }i∈N is a ﬁxed sequence of total
order relations, then Algorithm 2 is insensitive to input
data.
Let X and X  be, respectively, the original data set
and a data set that diﬀers from X in one record. Let Ci
and Ci be, respectively, the clusters generated at step i
for the data sets X and X  . We want to show, for any
i, that Ci and Ci diﬀer in at most one record.
An argument similar to the one in Proposition 1
shows that the clusters C0 and C0 that result from
the ﬁrst iteration of the algorithm diﬀer in at most
one record. To see that Algorithm 2 is insensitive, it
is enough to check that the sets X \ C0 and X  \ C0
diﬀer in at most one record; then, we could apply the
previous argument to X \ C0 and X  \ C0 to see that
C1 and C1 diﬀer in one record, and so on.
Let x1 , . . . , xn be the elements of X ordered according to ≤0 , so that C0 = {x1 , . . . , xk }. Assume that
X  has had element x replaced by x : X  = {x1 , . . . ,
xn , x } \ {x}. We have the following four possibilities.
(i) If neither x belongs to C0 nor x belongs to C0 , then
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C0 and C0 must be equal; therefore, X \ C0 and X  \ C0
diﬀer, at most, in one record. (ii) If both x belongs to
C0 and x belongs to C0 , then X \ C0 and X  \ C0 are
equal. (iii) If x belongs to C0 but x does not belong
to C0 , we can write C0 as {x1 , . . . , xk+1 } \ {x}; the set
X  \ C0 is {xk+2 , . . . , xn , x }, which diﬀers in one record
from X \C0 = {xk+1 , . . . , xn }. And (iv) if x is not in C0
but x is in C0 , we can write C0 as {x1 , . . . , xk−1 , x };
the set X  \ C0 is {xk , . . . , xn } \ {x}, which diﬀers in
one record from X \ C0 = {xk+1 , . . . , xn }. Therefore,
we have seen that X \ C0 and X  \ C0 diﬀer in at most
one record, which completes the proof.

Using multiple order relations in Algorithm 2, as
allowed by Proposition 2, in contrast with the single
order relation used to turn MDAV insensitive in Proposition 1, allows us to increase the within-cluster homogeneity achieved in the microaggregation (see Section 5
for an empirical evaluation).
The modiﬁcation of the query function f to f ◦M by
introducing a prior microaggregation step is intended to
reduce the sensitivity of the query function, regardless
of its type. Assume that the microaggregation function
f computes the centroid of each cluster as the mean of
its components. We analyze next how the microaggregation aﬀects the L1 -sensitivity of the query function
f.
Deﬁnition 5 (L1 -Sensitivity) Let D be the class of
possible data sets. The L1 -sensitivity of a function f :
D → Rd is the smallest number Δ(f ) such that for all
X, X  ∈ D which diﬀer in a single entry,
f (X) − f (X  )

1

≤ Δ(f ).

The L1 -sensitivity of f , Δ(f ), measures the maximum change in f that results from modiﬁcation of a
single record in X. Essentially, the microaggregation
step M in f ◦M distributes the modiﬁcation suﬀered by
a single record in X among multiple records in M (X).
Consider, for instance, the data sets X and X  depicted
in Figure 2. The record at the top right corner in X
has been moved to the bottom left corner in X  ; all
the other records remain unmodiﬁed. In the microaggregated data sets M (X) and M (X  ) —the crosses represent the centroids— we observe that all the centroids
have been modiﬁed but the magnitude of the modiﬁcations is smaller: the modiﬁcation suﬀered by the record
at the top right corner of X has been distributed among
all the records in M (X).
When computing the centroid as the mean, we can
guarantee that the maximum variation in any centroid
is at most 1/k of the variation of the record in X. Therefore, we can think of the L1 -sensitivity of f ◦ M as the

maximum change in f if we allow a variation in each
record that is less than 1/k times the maximal variation. In fact, this is a very rough estimate, as only
a few centroids can have a variation equaling 1/k of
the maximal variation in X, but it is useful to analyze
some simple functions such as the identity. The identity
function returns the exact contents of a speciﬁc record,
and is used extensively in later sections to construct
ε-diﬀerentially private data sets. The sensitivity of the
identity functions depends only on the maximum variation that the selected record may suﬀer; therefore, it
is clear that distributing the variation among several
records lowers the sensitivity. This is formalized in the
following proposition.
Proposition 3 Let X ∈ D be a data set with numerical attributes only. Let M be a microaggregation function with minimal cluster size k that computes the centroid by taking the mean of the elements of each cluster. Let Ir () be the function that returns the attribute
values corresponding to the r-th record of X, for r between 1 and n (the number of records in X). Then
Δ(Ir ◦ M ) ≤ Δ(Ir )/k.
Proof. The function Ir ◦ M returns the centroid
of M (X) that corresponds to the r-th record in X. It
was shown in the discussion that precedes the proposition that, for a data set that contains only numerical
attributes, if the centroid is computed as the mean of
the records in the cluster, then the maximum change in
any centroid is, at most, Δ(Ir )/k; that is, Δ(Ir ◦ M ) ≤

Δ(Ir )/k.
4 Diﬀerentially private data sets through
k-anonymity
Assume that we have an original data set X with n
records and that we want to generate a data set Xε —an
anonymized version of X— that satisﬁes ε-diﬀerential
privacy. Even if diﬀerential privacy was not introduced
with the aim of generating anonymized data sets, we
can think of a data release as the collected answers to
successive queries for each record in the data set. Let
Ir () be as deﬁned in Proposition 3. We generate Xε , by
querying X with Ir (X), for r = 1 to n. If the responses
to the queries Ir () satisfy ε-diﬀerential privacy, then, as
each query refers to a diﬀerent record, by the parallel
composition property [43] we have that Xε also satisﬁes
ε-diﬀerential privacy. That is, the diﬀerentially private
data set Xε is generated by providing a diﬀerentially
private response to the queries that ask for the values
of all the attributes in each record.
The proposed approach for generating Xε is general
(since it does not make any assumptions on the uses of
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output data) but naive. As each query Ir () refers to a
single individual, its sensitivity is large (the diameter
of the domain of the records in the data set); therefore,
the masking required to attain ε-diﬀerential privacy is
quite signiﬁcant, and thus the utility of such a Xε very
limited.
To improve the utility of Xε , we introduce a microaggregation step as discussed in Section 3: (i) from
the original data set X, we generate a k-anonymous
data set X —by using a microaggregation algorithm
with minimum cluster size k, like MDAV, and assuming
that all attributes are quasi-identiﬁers—, and (ii) the εdiﬀerentially private data set Xε is generated from the
k-anonymous data set X by taking an ε-diﬀerentially
private response to the queries Ir (X), for r = 1, · · · , n
(both X and X have the same number n of records,
and the k-anonymized version of the r-th record in X
is the r-th record in X).
By constructing the k-anonymous data set X, we
stop thinking in terms of individuals, to start thinking
in terms of groups of k individuals. Now, the sensitivity
of the queries Ir (X) used to construct Xε reﬂects the
eﬀect that modifying a single record in X has on the
groups of k records in X. The fact that each record in
X depends on k (or more) records in X is what leads
to the reduced sensitivity of the cluster centroids in
comparison to the sensitivity of the original records.
See Proposition 3 above.
Seeing that the centroids have reduced sensitivity
in comparison to the original records is not enough.
We have to check whether the sensitivity of the set of
queries Ir (X) is smaller than the sensitivity of the set
of queries Ir (X), for r = 1, · · · , n (which is, by parallel composition, equal to the sensitivity of any single
query Ir (X)). The modiﬁcation of a single record in X
may lead to multiple modiﬁcations in X; thus, parallel
composition cannot be used to compute the sensitivity
of the set of queries Ir (X), for r = 1, · · · , n. We take a
diﬀerent approach instead. If k is the cluster size used
in the microaggregation, we have seen that the sensitivity of each individual query Ir (X) is upper bounded by
ΔIr (X)/k. As there are n/k diﬀerent queries in X (because the n records in X are clustered in n/k clusters
such that all records within each cluster are identical),
the sensitivity of Ir (X), for r ∈ X, is upper bounded
by n/k × ΔIr (X)/k.
We want n/k×ΔIr (X)/k to be smaller than ΔIr (X).
To that end, we adjust the cluster size k. Increasing the
cluster size has two eﬀects: it reduces the contribution
of each record to the cluster centroid (thus reducing the
sensitivity of the centroid), and it reduces the number
of generated clusters (thus reducing the number of dif-
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Algorithm 3 Generation of an ε-diﬀerentially private
data set Xε from X via microaggregation
let X be an original data set with n records
let M be an insensitive microaggregation algorithm with minimal cluster size k
let Sε () be an ε-diﬀerentially private sanitizer
let Ir () be the query for the attributes of the r-th record
X ← microaggregated data set M (X)
for r = 1 to n do
xε ← Sε (Ir (X))
insert xε into Xε
end for
return Xε

ferent queries). For n/k × ΔIr (X)/k to be smaller than
√
ΔIr (X), we need k ≥ n.
As stated in the previous section, even though the
prior k-anonymous microaggregation also incurs a loss
of utility, we hypothesize that this loss is more than
compensated by the beneﬁts brought by the reduction
of the sensitivity when constructing diﬀerentially private outputs. This is motivated by the ability of microaggregation to exploit the underlying structure of
data to reduce sensitivity with relatively little utility
loss.
Algorithm 3 details the procedure for generating the
diﬀerentially private data set Xε .

4.1 Achieving diﬀerential privacy with numerical
attributes
For a data set consisting of numerical attributes only,
generating the ε-diﬀerentially private data set Xε as
previously described is quite straightforward.
Let X be a data set with m numerical attributes: A1 ,
. . . , Am . The ﬁrst step to construct Xε is to generate
the k-anonymous data set X via an insensitive microaggregation algorithm. As we have seen in Section 3, the
key point of insensitive microaggregation algorithms is
to deﬁne a total order relation over Dom(X), the domain of the records of the data set X. The domain of X
contains all the possible values that make sense, given
the semantics of the attributes. In other words, the domain is not deﬁned by the actual records in X but by
the set of values that make sense for each attribute and
by the relation between attributes.
Microaggregation algorithms use a distance function, d : Dom(X) × Dom(X) → R, to measure the
distances between records and generate the clusters. We
assume that such a distance function is already available and we deﬁne a total order the distance is consistent with as follows:
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Deﬁnition 6 Given a reference point R, we deﬁne a
total order according to the distance to R so that, for
a pair of elements x, y ∈ Dom(X), we say that x ≤ y if
d(R, x) ≤ d(R, y).

C2


C3
C1

To construct a total order, we still need to deﬁne
the relation between elements that are equally distant
from R. As we assume that the data set X consists
of numerical attributes only, we can take advantage of
the fact that individual attributes are equipped with
a total order —the usual numerical order— and sort
the records that are equally distant from R by means
of the alphabetical order: given x = (x1 , . . . , xm ) and
y = (y1 , . . . , ym ), with d(x, R) = d(y, R), we say that
x ≤ y if (x1 , . . . , xm ) ≤ (y1 , . . . , ym ) according to the
alphabetical order.
Proposition 3 shows that, as a result of the insensitive microaggregation, one has Δ(Ir ◦ M ) = Δ(Ir )/k;
therefore, ε-diﬀerential privacy can be achieved by adding
to X an amount of Laplace noise that would only achieve
kε-diﬀerential privacy if directly added to X.







C2'
C3'


C1'



Fig. 2 Insensitive MDAV microaggregation with k = 5. Top,
original data set X; bottom, data set after modifying one
record in X.

4.2 Insensitive MDAV
4.3 General insensitive microaggregation
According to Proposition 1, to make MDAV insensitive we must deﬁne a total order among the elements
in Dom(X). According to the previous discussion, this
total order is constructed by selecting a reference point.
To increase within-cluster homogeneity, MDAV starts
by clustering the elements at the boundaries. For our
total order to follow this guideline, the reference point
R must be selected among the elements of the boundary of Dom(X). For instance, if the domain of Ai is
[aib , ait ], we can set R to be the point (a1b , . . . , am
b ).
Figure 2 illustrates the insensitive microaggregation
obtained by using MDAV with the total order deﬁned
above. The original data set X and the modiﬁed data
set X  are the same of Figure 1. We also use k = 5
and the Euclidean distance for insensitive MDAV. Let
us take as the reference point for the above deﬁned total order the point R at the lower left corner of the
grids. Note that now clusters C1 ,C2 , and C3 in X diﬀer
in a single record from C1 ,C2 , and C3 in X  , respectively. By comparing Figures 1 and 2, we observe that
the standard (non-insensitive) MDAV results in a set of
clusters with greater within-cluster homogeneity; however, in exchange for the lost homogeneity, insensitive
MDAV generates sets of clusters that are more stable
when one record of the data set changes.

It was seen in Section 3 that each clustering step within
microaggregation can use a diﬀerent total order relation, as long as the sequence of order relations is kept
constant. The advantage of using multiple total order
relations is that it allows the insensitive microaggregation algorithm to better mimic a standard non-insensitive microaggregation algorithm, and thus increase the
within-cluster homogeneity.
The sequence of total orders is determined by a sequence of reference points Ri . In the selection of Ri
we try to match the criteria used by non-insensitive
microaggregation algorithms to increase within-cluster
homogeneity: start clustering at the boundaries, and
generate a cluster that is far apart from the previously
generated cluster.
Let the domain of Ai be [aib , ait ]. Deﬁne the set R of
candidate reference points at those points in the boundaries of Dom(X), that is:
R = {(a1v1 , . . . , am
vm )|vi ∈ {b, t} for 1 ≤ i ≤ m}.
The ﬁrst reference point R1 is arbitrarily selected from
R; for instance, R1 = (a1b , . . . , am
b ). Once a point Ri
has been selected, Ri+1 is selected among the still unselected points in R so that it maximizes the Ham-
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Fig. 3 Cluster formation. Top, using a single reference point;
bottom, taking each corner of the domain as a reference point.

ming distance to Ri —if R1 = (a1b , . . . , am
b ), then R2 =
)—.
If
several
unselected
points
in R max(a1t , . . . , am
t
imize the Hamming distance to Ri , we select the one
among them at greatest distance from Ri−1 , and so
on; that is, similar to other microaggregation heuristics
(like MDAV, [19]), in order to minimize interference in
cluster formation we prioritize having the greatest possible distance to the most recently selected reference
points.
Figure 3 shows the form of the clusters for a data set
containing two numerical attributes. The top graphic is
for a single reference point —this is also the form of the
clusters obtained by insensitive MDAV, which uses a
single total order relation—. The bottom graphic uses
four reference points, one for each edge of the domain,
which are selected in turns as described above.

4.4 Achieving diﬀerential privacy with categorical
attributes
Many data sets contain attributes with categorical values, such as Race, Country of birth, or Job [27]. Unlike continuous-scale numerical attributes, categorical
attributes take values from a ﬁnite set of categories for
which the arithmetical operations needed to microaggregate and add noise to the outputs do not make sense.
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In the sequel, we detail alternative mechanisms that are
suitable for categorical attributes in order to achieve
diﬀerential privacy as detailed above.
Let X be a data set with m categorical attributes:
A1 ,. . ., Am . The ﬁrst challenge regards the deﬁnition of
Dom(X). Unlike for numerical attributes, the universe
of each categorical attribute can only be deﬁned by extension, listing all the possible values. This universe can
be expressed either as a ﬂat list or it can be structured
in a hierarchic/taxonomic way. The latter scenario is
more desirable, since the taxonomy implicitly captures
the semantics inherent to conceptualizations of categorical values (e.g., disease categories, job categories,
sports categories, etc.). In this manner, further operations can exploit this taxonomic knowledge to provide
a semantically coherent management of attribute values [42].
Formally, a taxonomy τ can be deﬁned as an upper semilattice ≤ς on a set of concepts ς with a top
element rootς . We deﬁne the taxonomy τ (Ai ) associated to an attribute Ai as the lattice on the minimum set of concepts that covers all values in Dom(Ai ).
Notice that τ (Ai ) will include all values in Dom(Ai )
(e.g., “skiing”, “sailing”, “swimming”, “soccer”, etc., if
the attribute refers to sport names) and, usually, some
additional generalizations that are necessary to deﬁne
the taxonomic structure (e.g.,“winter sports”, “water
sports”, “ﬁeld sports”, and “sport” as the root of the
taxonomy).
If A1 , . . ., Am are independent attributes, Dom(X)
can be deﬁned as the ordered combination of values
of each Dom(Ai ), as modeled in their corresponding
taxonomies τ (A1 ), . . ., τ (Am ). If A1 , · · · , Am are not
independent, value tuples in Dom(X) may be restricted
to a subset of valid combinations.
Next, a suitable distance function d : Dom(X) ×
Dom(X) → R to compare records should be deﬁned. To
tackle this problem, we can exploit the taxonomy τ (Ai )
associated to each Ai in X and the notion of semantic distance [55]. A semantic distance δ quantiﬁes the
amount of semantic diﬀerences observed between two
terms (i.e., categorical values) according to the knowledge modeled in a taxonomy. Section 4.5 discusses the
adequacy of several semantic measures in the context of
diﬀerential privacy. By composing semantic distances δ
for individual attributes Ai , each one computed from
the corresponding taxonomy τ (Ai ), we can deﬁne the
required distance d : Dom(X) × Dom(X) → R.
To construct a total order that yields insensitive
and within-cluster homogeneous microaggregation as
detailed in Section 4.3, we need to deﬁne the boundaries of Dom(X), from which records will be clustered.
Unlike in the numerical case, this is not straightfor-
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ward, since most categorical attributes are not ordinal
and, hence, a total order cannot be trivially deﬁned
even for individual attributes. However, since the taxonomy τ (Ai ) models the domain of Ai , boundaries of
Dom(Ai ), that is, [aib , ait ], can be deﬁned as the most
distant and opposite values from the “middle” of τ (Ai ).
From a semantic perspective, this notion of centrality in
a taxonomy can be measured by the marginality model
[14]. This model determines the central point of the
taxonomy and how far each value is from that center,
according to the semantic distance between value pairs.
The marginality m(·, ·) of each value aij in Ai with
respect to its domain of values Dom(Ai ) is computed
as

δ(ail , aij )
(2)
m(Dom(Ai ), aij ) =
ail ∈Dom(Ai )−{aij }

where δ(·, ·) is the semantic distance between two values. The greater m(Dom(Ai ), aij ), the more marginal
(i.e., the less central) is aij with regard to Dom(Ai ).
Hence, for each Ai , one boundary aib of Dom(Ai )
can be deﬁned as the most marginal value of Dom(Ai ):
aib = arg

max

aij ∈Dom(Ai )

m(Dom(Ai ), aij ).

(3)

The other boundary ait can be deﬁned as the most
distant value from aib in Dom(Ai ):
ait = arg

max

aij ∈Dom(Ai )

δ(aij , aib ).

(4)

By applying the above expressions to the set of attributes A1 , · · · , Am in X, the set R of candidate reference points needed to deﬁne a total order according to
the semantic distance can be constructed as described
in Section 4.3.
If no taxonomic structure is available, other centrality measures based on data distribution can be used
(e.g., by selecting the modal value as the most central
value [19]). However, such measures omit data semantics and result in signiﬁcantly less useful anonymized
results [41].
Similarly to the numerical case, if several records are
equally distant from the reference points, the alphabetical criterion can be used to induce an order within those
equidistant records.
At this point, records in X can be grouped using the
insensitive microaggregation algorithm, thereby yielding a set of clusters with a sensitivity of only one record
per cluster. The elements in each cluster must be replaced by the cluster centroid (i.e., the arithmetical

mean in the numerical case) in order to obtain a kanonymous data set. Since the mean of a sample of
categorical values cannot be computed in the standard
arithmetical sense, we rely again on the notion of marginality [14]: the mean of a sample of categorical values
can be approximated by the least marginal value in the
taxonomy, which is taken as the centroid of the set.
Formally, given a sample S(Ai ) of a nominal attribute Ai in a certain cluster, the marginality-based
centroid for that cluster is deﬁned as:
Centroid(S(Ai )) = arg

min

aij ∈τ (S(Ai ))

m(S(Ai ), aij )

(5)

where τ (S(Ai )) is the minimum taxonomy extracted
from τ (Ai ) that includes all values in S(Ai ). Notice
that by considering as centroid candidates all concepts
in τ (S(Ai )), which include all values in S(Ai ) and also
their taxonomic generalizations, we improve the numerical accuracy of the centroid discretization inherent to
categorical attributes [41].
The numerical value associated to each centroid candidate aij corresponds to its marginality m(S(Ai ), aij ),
which depends on the sample of values in the cluster.
Given a cluster of records with a set of independent
attributes A1 , · · · , Am , the cluster centroid can be obtained by composing the individual centroids of each
attribute.
As in the numerical case, cluster centroids depend
on input data. To fulﬁll diﬀerential privacy for categorical attributes, two aspects must be considered. On
the one hand, the centroid computation should evaluate as centroid candidates all the values in the taxonomy associated to the domain of each attribute (τ (Ai )),
and not only the sample of values to be aggregated
(τ (S(Ai ))), since the centroid should be insensitive to
any value change of input data within the attribute’s
domain. On the other hand, to achieve insensitivity,
uncertainty must be added to the centroid computation. Since adding Laplacian noise to centroids makes
no sense for categorical values, an alternative way to
obtain diﬀerentially private outputs consists in selecting centroids in a probabilistic manner. The general
idea is to select centroids with a degree of uncertainty
that is proportional to the suitability of each centroid
and the desired level ε of diﬀerential privacy. To do
so, the Exponential Mechanism proposed by McSherry
and Talwar [44] can be applied. Given a function with
discrete outputs t, the mechanism chooses the output
that is close to the optimum according to the input
data X and quality criterion q(X, t), while preserving
ε-diﬀerential privacy. Each output is associated with a
selection probability Pr(t), which grows exponentially
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Algorithm 4 Computation of ε-diﬀerentially private
centroids for clusters with categorical attributes
let C be a cluster with at least k records constructed from a
data set with n records
for each categorical attribute Ai do
Take as quality criterion q(·, ·) for each centroid candidate aij in τ (Ai ) the additive inverse of its marginality towards the attribute values S(Ai ) contained in C, that is,
−m(S(Ai ), aij );
Sample the centroid from a distribution that assigns
Pr(aij ) ∝ exp(

ε × (−m(S(Ai ), aij ))
2n
Δ(m(Ai ))
k

)

(6)

end for

with the quality criterion, as follows:
Pr(t) ∝ exp(

εq(X, t)
).
2Δ(q)

In this manner, the optimal output or those that
are close to it according to the quality criterion will be
more likely to be selected. Based on the above arguments, ε-diﬀerentially private centroids can be selected
as indicated in Algorithm 4.
Notice that the inversion of the marginality function
has no inﬂuence on the relative probabilities of centroid
candidates, since it is achieved through a bijective linear
transformation.
With the algorithm we have the following result,
which is parallel to what we saw in the numerical case:
if the input data are k-anonymous, the higher k, the
less the uncertainty that needs to be added to reach
ε-diﬀerential privacy.
Proposition 4 Let X be a data set with categorical
attributes. Let X be a k-anonymous version of X generated using an insensitive microaggregation algorithm
M with minimum cluster size k. ε-Diﬀerential privacy
can be achieved by using Algorithm 4 to obtain cluster centroids in X with an amount of uncertainty that
decreases as k grows.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we can write the
proof for a single attribute Ai . The argument can be
composed for multi-attribute data sets.
Let Δ(m(Ai )) be the sensitivity of the marginality
function for attribute Ai . According to the insensitive
microaggregation described earlier in Section 3, modifying one record in the data set will induce a change of at
most one value in the set S(Ai ) of values of Ai for each
cluster. Considering that marginality measures the sum
of distances between a centroid candidate and all the
elements in S(Ai ), in the worst case, in which all values
in S(Ai ) correspond to the same boundary of Dom(Ai )
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(deﬁned by either Equation (3) or Equation (4)), and
one of these is changed by the other boundary, the sensitivity Δ(m(Ai )) of each cluster will correspond to the
semantic distance between both boundaries. As stated
in Section 4, since we are publishing n/k centroids when
releasing the anonymized output, where n is the number of records of the data set, the global sensitivity will
be n/k × Δ(m(Ai )).
We have that: i) to compute the probabilities in Expression (6), the quality criterion −m(S(Ai ), aij ) is combined with ε, which is a constant, and n/k × Δ(m(Ai ));
ii) |S(Ai )| ≥ k; iii) m(S(Ai ), aij ) is a sum of, at least,
k − 1 terms. Hence, as the cluster size k grows, the
marginalities m(S(Ai ), aij ) of values aij in the cluster
S(Ai ) increase, while the global sensitivity n/k×Δ(m(Ai ))
decreases. Hence, as k grows, the probability for each
candidate computed with Expression (6) tends to decrease more rapidly as the marginality of the candidate
increases, because k ampliﬁes the additive inverse of
the marginality within the exponent in Expression (6).
Thus, the larger k, the more clearly the probability of
the candidate with the smallest marginality dominates;
this candidate is precisely the optimal centroid. Therefore, optimal centroids are more likely to be selected
as k increases. In other words, the amount of uncertainty added to the output to fulﬁll diﬀerential privacy
for categorical attributes decreases as the k-anonymity
level of the input data increases.

4.5 A semantic distance suitable for diﬀerential
privacy
As described above, the selection of diﬀerentially private outputs for categorical attributes is based on the
marginality value of centroid candidates that, in turn, is
a function of the semantic distance between centroids
and clustered values. Moreover, the total order used
to create clusters also relies on the assessment of semantic distances between attribute values. Hence, the
particular measure used to compute semantic distances
directly inﬂuences the quality of anonymized outputs.
A semantic distance δ : o × o → R is a function
mapping a pair of concepts to a real number that quantiﬁes the diﬀerence between the concept meanings. A
well-suited δ to achieve semantic-preserving diﬀerentially private outputs should have the following features. First, it should capture and quantify the semantics of the categorical values precisely, so that they
can be well diﬀerentiated, both when deﬁning the total order and also when selecting cluster centroids [41].
Second, from the perspective of diﬀerential privacy, δ
should have a low numerical sensitivity to outlying values, which are those that deﬁne the boundaries of the
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universe and, thus, the sensitivity of the quality criterion. By achieving a low numerical sensitivity, the
probability of selecting optimal centroids with the exponential mechanism will increase. This will produce less
noisy and, hence, more accurate diﬀerentially private
outputs.
The accuracy of a semantic measure depends on the
kind of techniques and knowledge bases used to perform the semantic assessments [55]. Among those relying on taxonomies, feature-based measures and measures based on intrinsic information-theoretic models
usually achieve the highest accuracy with regard to human judgments of semantic distance [55]. The former
measures [55, 47] quantify the distance between concept
pairs according to their number of common and noncommon taxonomic ancestors. The latter measures [54,
52,48,53] evaluate the similarity between concept pairs
according to their mutual information, which is approximated as the number of taxonomic specializations of
their most speciﬁc common ancestor. Both approaches
exploit more taxonomic knowledge and, hence, tend to
produce more accurate results, than well-known edgecounting measures [49,60], which quantify the distance
between concepts by counting the number of taxonomic
edges separating them.
On the other hand, the sensitivity to outlying values depends on the way in which semantic evidences
are quantiﬁed. Many classical methods [49, 60] propose
distance functions that are linearly proportional to the
amount of semantic evidences observed in the taxonomy
(e.g., number of taxonomic links). As a result, distances
associated to outlying concepts are signiﬁcantly larger
than those between other more “central” values. This
leads to a centroid quality criterion with a relatively
high sensitivity, which negatively aﬀects the accuracy
of the Exponential Mechanism [44]. More recent methods [55,48,13] choose to evaluate distances in a nonlinear way. Non-linear functions provide more ﬂexibility since they can implicitly weight the contribution of
more speciﬁc [13,34] or more detailed [55,48, 54,53] concepts. As a result, concept pairs become better diﬀerentiated and semantic assessments tend to be more accurate [55]. We can distinguish between measures that
exponentially promote semantic diﬀerences [13,34] and
those that aggregate semantic similarities [48,54,53] and
diﬀerences [55] in a logarithmic way. Among these, the
latter one is best suited for the diﬀerential privacy scenario, since the logarithmic assessment of the semantic
diﬀerences helps reduce the relative numerical distances
associated to outlying concepts and, hence, to minimize
the sensitivity of the quality function used in the Exponential Mechanism.
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Formally, this measure computes the distance δ :
Ai × Ai → R between two categorical values ai1 and ai2
of attribute Ai , whose domain is modeled in the taxonomy τ (Ai ), as a logarithmic function of their number of
non-common taxonomic ancestors divided (for normalization) by their total number of ancestors [55]:

δ(ai1 , ai2 )

= log2

|φ(ai1 ) ∪ φ(ai2 )| − |φ(ai1 ) ∩ φ(ai2 )|
1+
|φ(ai1 ) ∪ φ(ai2 )|



(7)
where φ(aij ) is the set of taxonomic ancestors of aij
in τ (Ai ), including itself.
As demonstrated in [55] and [2], Expression (7) satisﬁes non-negativity, reﬂexivity, symmetry and triangle inequality, thereby being a distance measure in the
mathematical sense.
Moreover, thanks to the normalizing denominator,
the above distance is insensitive to the size and granularity of the background taxonomy and it yields positive
normalized values in the [0, 1] range. Since the distance
d : Dom(X) × Dom(X) → R deﬁned in Section 4.4
is the composition of semantic distances for individual
attributes and their domains may be modeled in different taxonomies, a normalized output is desirable to
coherently integrate distances computed from diﬀerent
sources.
Distance measures such as Expression (7) require
taxonomies modeling the semantics associated to categorical values. If such taxonomies are not available,
non-semantic criteria such as equality/inequality can
be used to compare categorical values. Nonetheless, the
omission of data semantics is likely to produce signiﬁcantly less useful results [14].

4.6 Integrating heterogeneous attribute types
The above-described semantic measure provides us with
a numerical assessment of the distance between categorical attributes. As a result, given a data set X with
attributes of heterogeneous data types (i.e., numerical
and categorical), the record distance d : Dom(X) ×
Dom(X) → R required for microaggregation can be deﬁned by composing numerically assessed distances for
individual attributes, as follows:

d(x1 , x2 ) =

m 2
(dist(a11 , a12 ))2
(dist(am
1 , a2 ))
+
·
·
·
+
m 2
(dist(a1b , a1t ))2
(dist(am
b , at ))

(8)
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where aij i = 1, . . . , m are the coordinates of xj (j =
1, 2), dist(ai1 , ai2 ) is the distance (either numerical or
semantic) between the values for the i-th attribute Ai
in x1 and x2 , and dist(aib , ait ) is the distance between
the boundaries of Dom(Ai ), which is used to eliminate
the inﬂuence of the attribute scale.
It can be noticed that Expression (8) is similar to the
normalized Euclidean distance, but replacing attribute
variances, which depend on input data, by distances
between domain boundaries, which are insensitive to
changes of input values. In this manner, the record distance function eﬀectively deﬁnes a total order that fulﬁlls diﬀerential privacy.

5 Empirical evaluation
In this section we give empirical results that illustrate
how k-anonymous microaggregation of input data reduces the amount of noise required to fulﬁll diﬀerential
privacy and, hence, positively inﬂuences the utility of
the anonymized outputs.

5.1 Evaluation data
The above-described mechanism has been applied to
three data sets consisting, respectively, of numerical attributes only, categorical attributes only and a mix of
both types of attributes. These three data sets have
been extracted from two reference data sets, as follows:
– “Census”, which contains 1,080 records with numerical attributes [4]. This data set was used in the European project CASC and in [18,12,64, 33,22,21,15].
Like in [15], we took attributes FICA (Social security retirement payroll deduction), FEDTAX (Federal income tax liability), INTVAL (Amount of interest income) and POTHVAL (Total other persons
income). To fulﬁll diﬀerential privacy, all four attributes were masked, i.e., they were considered as
quasi-identiﬁers in all of our tests. The resulting
records were all diﬀerent from each other. Since all
attributes represent non-negative amounts of money,
we took as boundaries for the attribute domains
aib = 0 and ait = 1.5 × max attr. value in dataset.
The domain upper bound ait is a reasonable estimate if the attribute values in the data set are representative of the attribute values in the population,
which in particular means that the population outliers are represented in the data set. The diﬀerence
between the bounds aib and ait deﬁnes the sensitivity of each attribute and inﬂuences the amount of
Laplace noise to be added to masked outputs, as
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detailed in Section 4.1. Since the Laplace distribution takes values in the range (−∞, +∞), for consistency, we bound noise-added outputs to the [aib , ait ]
range deﬁned above.
– “Adult”, a well-known data set from the UCI repository [27], which has often been used in the past
to evaluate privacy-preserving methods [42,16,28,
37]. On the one hand, like in [42], we created a
data set with just categorical attributes: OCCUPATION and NATIVE-COUNTRY. According to
the data set description, Dom(OCCUPATION) includes 14 distinct categories, whereas the domain
Dom(NATIVE-COUNTRY) covers 41. The taxonomies modeling attribute domains, τ (OCCUPATION)
and τ (NATIVE-COUNTRY), were extracted from
WordNet 2.1 [26], a general-purpose repository that
taxonomically models more than 100,000 concepts.
Mappings between attribute labels and WordNet
concepts are those stated in [42]. By considering
attribute categories and their taxonomic ancestors,
the resulting taxonomies contain 122 concepts for
OCCUPATION and 127 for NATIVE-COUNTRY.
As discussed in Section 4.4, these higher ﬁgures enable a ﬁner grained and more accurate discretization
of cluster centroids in comparison with approaches
based on ﬂat lists of attribute categories. Domain
boundaries for each attribute and sensitivities for
centroid quality criteria were set as described in Section 4.4. For evaluation purposes, we used the training corpus from the Adult data set, which consists
of 30,162 records after removing records with missing values. Due to the reduced set of attribute categories, this data set contained 388 diﬀerent record
tuples. We named this evaluation data set “AdultCategorical”. On the other hand, in order to consider also data with heterogeneous attribute types,
we derived another evaluation data set from “Adult”
that includes the two categorical attributes introduced above and two numerical attributes: AGE and
(working) HOURS-PER-WEEK. Domain boundaries
and sensitivities for these two numerical attributes
were computed as explained for “Census”. This third
evaluation data set, which we named “Adult-Numerical-Categorical”, also contains 30,162 records.

5.2 Evaluation measures
Diﬀerentially private algorithms and methods are usually evaluated according to the type of queries they
support (e.g. count queries [7]) or the task to which
anonymized data will be applied (e.g. classiﬁcation [45]).
As stated in the introduction, this is motivated by the
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fact that both interactive methods and most non-interactive ones support or preserve the utility of just a
restricted type of queries. Since our proposal aims at
providing diﬀerentially private outputs making as few
assumptions on their uses as k-anonymity does, we used
the more general evaluation criteria employed by the kanonymity research community [17]. In such works, the
quality of the anonymized output is evaluated in terms
of information loss, which directly inﬂuences data utility, and disclosure risk, which measures practical privacy:
– Information loss measures the diﬀerences between
original and anonymized data sets. To do so, we
use the well-known Sum of Squared Errors (SSE),
which is well suited to measure the practical amount
of noise added to the output and is often used in
the anonymization literature (e.g. [17]). For a given
anonymized data set (i.e., a k-anonymous data set
X or an ε-diﬀerentially private data set Xε ), SSE is
deﬁned as the sum of squares of attribute distances
between original records in X and their versions in
the anonymized data set, that is
 
SSE =
(dist(aij , (aij ) ))2 ,
xj ∈X aij ∈xj

where aij is the value of the i-th attribute for the j-th
original record and (aij ) represents its masked version. For numerical attributes, dist(·, ·) corresponds
to the standard Euclidean distance, whereas for categorical ones we used the semantic distance deﬁned
in Equation (7). Notice that with a high SSE, that
is, a high information loss, a lot of data uses are
severely damaged, like for example subdomain analyses (analyses restricted to parts of the data set).
– The disclosure risk has been evaluated as the percentage of records of the original data that can be
correctly matched from the anonymized data set,
that is, the percentage of Record Linkages (RL)


xj ∈X Pr(xj )
,
RL = 100 ×
n
where n is the number of original records and the
record linkage probability for an anonymized record
(Pr(xj )) is calculated as

0 if xj ∈ G
Pr(xj ) =
1
|G| if xj ∈ G
where G is the set of original records that are at
minimum distance from xj . The same distance functions as for SSE have been used. If the correct original record xj is in G, then Pr(xj ) is computed as
the probability of guessing xj in G, that is, 1/|G|.

Otherwise, Pr(xj ) = 0. RL measures the practical
privacy from the natural perspective of a privacy attack: e.g. ε-diﬀerential privacy with large ε does not
preclude successful record linkage. Hence, the lower
RL, the lower the probability of identity disclosure
and the better the privacy of the anonymized output.
We refer the reader to the appendix for additional
evaluations based on speciﬁc data uses (counting queries)
and comparisons with related work.
As baseline results, we have computed SSE and RL
values for a standard k-anonymity scenario in which all
attributes are microaggregated by means of the original
MDAV algorithm [19], and also by means of its modiﬁed
insensitive version with several reference points (Algorithm 2). Furthermore, we also considered the standard
ε-diﬀerential privacy scenario in which Laplace noise
or the Exponential Mechanism (with sensitivities corresponding to the value ranges of each attribute) are
directly applied to unaggregated inputs, so that no assumptions are made on the uses of the outputs.
The ε parameter for diﬀerential privacy has been set
to ε= 0.01, 0.1, 1.0, 10.0, which covers the usual range of
diﬀerential privacy levels observed in the literature [24,
5,6,40]. Taking into consideration the cardinalities of
evaluation data sets, the k-anonymity levels have been
set between 2 and 100 for Census and between 2 and
500 for the two Adult data sets.
Figure 4 depicts the SSE and RL values for the different parameterizations of k and ε together with the
k-anonymous and ε-diﬀerential privacy baseline methods for the Census data set; Figures 5 and 6 correspond
to the two Adult data sets. Due to the broad ranges of
the SSE and RL values when comparing our method
with the k-anonymous baselines, the Y-axes are represented in such comparisons using a log10 scale. However,
in comparisons between our method and ε-diﬀerential
privacy baselines, ranges are narrower and we can use
a linear scale for the Y-axes. The ε-diﬀerential privacy
baselines are are displayed as horizontal lines, because
they do not depend on the value of k. Each test involving Laplace noise shows the average results of 3 runs,
for the sake of stability.
To compare our method against baseline approaches
regarding the balance between information loss and disclosure risk, we also computed the relative improvement
of SSE and RL values for our approach (SSEk , RLk )
over the baseline values (SSE0 , RL0 ) obtained with the
original MDAV algorithm and with unaggregated differential privacy. First, we computed the improvement
factor of SSE values as follows:
√
SSE0
SSEf = √
.
SSEk
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Fig. 4 Census data set. (a) and (b) show the evolution of SSE and RL in our method for diﬀerent ε values vs. standard
k-anonymity in its non-insensitive (MDAV) and insensitive implementations, with log10 scale and k varying with step 1.
(c) and (d) show, for each ε value, SSE and RL in our method (non-horizontal lines, because our method depends on the
microaggregation parameter k) vs. standard ε-diﬀerential privacy (horizontal lines, because this method does not depend on
k), with linear scale and k varying with step 1.

Then, the improvement factor of RL values was computed as:
RLf =

RL0
.
RLk

The ﬁnal score that balances both dimensions was the
product of the two previously deﬁned factors:
Score = SSEf × RLf .
Notice that SSE values have been square rooted to provide a coherent linear integration of RL and SSE, and
that Scores above 1.0 show a practical improvement
against baseline approaches.
Tables 1 and 2 show the SSEf and RLf factors and
the resulting Scores for diﬀerent ε values and some k√
√
anonymity degrees (k = 2, k ≈ n, k ≈ 2 n, where n
is the number of records of the data set) with respect to
baseline approaches for the Census data set. Tables 3

and 4 and Tables 5 and 6 correspond to the two Adult
data sets.

5.3 Discussion
Regarding the evolution of SSE values in Figures 4(c), 5(c)
and 6(c), we observe for the three data sets that the kanonymous microaggregation of input records reduces
the loss of information compared to the standard implementation of ε-diﬀerential privacy (horizontal lines)
√
√
when k ≈ n or higher (that is k = 1, 080 ≈ 33 for
√
Census and k = 30, 162 ≈ 174 for the two Adult data
√
sets). Indeed, as stated in Section 4, for k > n, the
global sensitivity and, thus, the noise, are reduced in
comparison with the standard approach of diﬀerential
privacy. Even though the prior microaggregation step
also produces a loss of information, this is in practice
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Fig. 5 Adult-Categorical data set. (a) and (b) show the evolution of SSE and RL in our method for diﬀerent ε values vs.
standard k-anonymity in its non-insensitive (MDAV) and insensitive implementations, with log10 scale and k varying with
step 10. (c) and (d) show, for each ε value, SSE and RL in our method (non-horizontal lines, because our method depends on
the microaggregation parameter k) vs. standard ε-diﬀerential privacy (horizontal lines, because this method does not depend
on k), with linear scale and k varying with step 10.
Table 1 Census data set. SSEf and RLf factors, and Scores for diﬀerent ε values against standard MDAV microaggregation
for several k-anonymity levels.
k=2
k = 33
k = 66

M DAV
SSE0
3.07E+09
3.95E+10
5.09E+10

RL0
45.3
2.96
1.48

SSEf
0.014
0.049
0.056

 = 0.01
RLf
Score
503
6.85
32.89
1.61
12.33
0.69

SSEf
0.014
0.052
0.063

 = 0.1
RLf
754.5
24.67
8.22

Score
10.39
1.27
0.52

SSEf
0.014
0.068
0.156

 = 1.0
RLf
503.0
49.33
7.05

Score
6.99
3.36
1.1

SSEf
0.014
0.318
0.737

 = 10.0
RLf
Score
754.5
10.52
7.46
2.37
2.10
1.55

Table 2 Census data set. SSEf and RLf factors, and resulting Scores for diﬀerent ε values and k-anonymity levels against
standard ε-diﬀerential privacy (i.e., no microaggregation).






=
=
=
=

0.01
0.1
1.0
10.0

No microggregation
SSE0
RL0
1.59E+13
0.036
1.51E+13
0.108
8.61E+12
0.218
3.83E+11
2.09

SSEf
0.98
0.97
0.74
0.16

k=2
RLf
0.40
1.80
2.42
34.78

Score
0.39
1.74
1.78
5.42

SSEf
0.99
1.01
1.00
0.99

k = 33
RLf
0.40
0.90
3.63
5.26

Score
0.40
0.91
3.65
5.21

SSEf
0.99
1.09
2.03
2.02

k = 66
RLf
0.30
0.60
1.04
2.97

Score
0.30
0.66
2.10
6.00
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(b)

=
=
=
=

=
=
=
=

(c)

(d)

=
=
=
=

=
=
=
=

Fig. 6 Adult-Numerical-Categorical data set. (a) and (b) show the evolution of SSE and RL in our method for diﬀerent
ε values vs. standard k-anonymity in its non-insensitive (MDAV) and insensitive implementations, with log10 scale and k
varying with step 10. (c) and (d) show, for each ε value, SSE and RL in our method (non-horizontal lines, because our method
depends on the microaggregation parameter k) vs. standard ε-diﬀerential privacy (horizontal lines, because this method does
not depend on k), with linear scale and k varying with step 10.
Table 3 Adult-Categorical data set. SSEf and RLf factors, and resulting Scores for diﬀerent ε values against standard
MDAV microaggregation for several k-anonymity levels.
k=2
k = 174
k = 348

M DAV
SSE0
RL0
10.1
0.95
466
0.057
650
0.044

SSEf
0.019
0.129
0.150

 = 0.01
RLf
328.46
15.67
8.83

Score
6.25
2.03
1.33

SSEf
0.019
0.129
0.152

 = 0.1
RLf
152.98
10.15
10.30

Score
2.91
1.31
1.57

SSEf
0.02
0.134
0.184

 = 1.0
RLf
213.96
18.65
9.97

Score
4.07
2.50
1.83

SSEf
0.019
0.204
0.544

 = 10.0
RLf
375.46
4.763
1.50

Score
7.15
0.97
0.82

Table 4 Adult-Categorical data set. SSEf and RLf factors, and resulting Scores for diﬀerent ε values and k-anonymity
levels against standard ε-diﬀerential privacy (i.e., no microaggregation).






=
=
=
=

0.01
0.1
1.0
10.0

No microaggregation
SSE
RL
2.78E+04
0.003
2.77E+04
0.002
2.61E+04
0.002
1.02E+04
0.090

SSEf
1.00
1.00
0.97
0.61

k=2
RLf
0.99
0.34
0.44
35.57

Score
0.99
0.34
0.42
21.60

SSEf
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.96

k = 174
RLf
Score
0.79
0.79
0.38
0.37
0.64
0.64
7.54
7.20

SSEf
0.98
0.99
1.17
2.16

k = 348
RLf
Score
0.57
0.56
0.49
0.49
0.44
0.51
3.05
6.58
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Table 5 Adult-Numerical-Categorical data set. SSEf and RLf factors, and resulting Scores for diﬀerent ε values against
standard MDAV microaggregation for several k-anonymity levels.
k=2
k = 174
k = 348

M DAV
SSE0
RL0
58.4
2.09
193
1.32
631
0.58

SSEf
0.035
0.064
0.117

 = 0.01
RLf
210.15
170.04
130.85

Score
7.45
10.93
15.31

SSEf
0.035
0.065
0.122

 = 0.1
RLf
630.46
396.77
523.38

Score
22.36
25.92
63.82

SSEf
0.035
0.071
0.154

 = 1.0
RLf
630.46
357.09
58.15

Score
22.35
25.19
8.95

SSEf
0.035
0.108
0.283

 = 10.0
RLf
630.46
90.87
11.84

Score
22.35
9.83
3.34

Table 6 Adult-Numerical-Categorical data set. SSEf and RLf factors, and resulting Scores for diﬀerent ε values and kanonymity levels against standard ε-diﬀerential privacy (i.e., no microaggregation).






=
=
=
=

0.01
0.1
1.0
10.0

No microaggregation
SSE
RL
4.62E+04
9.95E-05
4.54E+04
0.0013
3.78E+04
0.0083
1.32E+04
0.098

SSEf
1.00
0.99
0.90
0.53

k=2
RLf
0.01
0.41
2.50
29.70

so small compared to the added noise that it barely inﬂuences the threshold above which our method shows
its practical beneﬁts. Only in one case (Figure 6(c))
and just for the highest ε value (ε = 10), which requires very little noise addition, a higher microaggregation level (k > 190) was needed to observe a global
reduction of information loss.
The relative improvement of SSE directly depends
on the value of ε and the best results are obtained for
ε = 1.0. For the smallest ε (that is, 0.01) the amount
of noise involved is so high that even with the aforementioned noise reduction, the output data are hardly
useful. For the highest ε (that is, 10.0) there is a sub√
stantial decline of SSE for low k (below n) and, for
larger k, SSE stays nearly constant and almost as low
as for insensitive microaggregation (Figures 4(a), 5(a)
and 6(a)). In this latter case, the noise added by prior
microaggregation in larger clusters is compensated by
the noise reduced at the ε-diﬀerential privacy stage due
to the decreased sensitivity with larger k.
Notice also from Figures 4(a), 5(a) and 6(a) that insensitive MDAV microaggregation incurs a higher SSE
than standard MDAV microaggregation. Indeed, the
clusters formed by insensitive microaggregation are less
homogeneous, due to the total order enforced for input records. Particularly, the Adult-Categorical data
set shows a more noticeable increase of SSE ﬁgures.
This is coherent with the criterion detailed in Section 4.3
to deﬁne a total order, which alternatively picks combinations of attribute domain boundaries as reference
points to create clusters. Since the evaluated AdultCategorical data set consists of two attributes, four different reference points can be deﬁned. This contrasts
with the four attributes considered for the Census and
Adult-Numerical-Categorical data sets, which provide
16 diﬀerent combinations of domain boundaries, giving more degrees of freedom and producing a more
accurate clustering of input data. Moreover, since the
Adult-Categorical data set consists of just categorical

Score
0.01
0.41
2.26
15.85

SSEf
1.00
1.00
0.99
0.90

k = 174
RLf
Score
0.01
0.01
0.41
0.41
2.25
2.22
6.8
6.10

SSEf
1.00
1.10
1.19
1.30

k = 348
RLf
Score
0.02
0.02
1.23
1.27
0.83
0.99
2.02
2.61

attributes with a small set of possible categories (in
comparison with continuous scale numerical ranges deﬁned by the Census attributes and the two added attribute of Adult-Numerical-Categorical), the imperfections introduced by the insensitive aggregation are ampliﬁed by the need to discretize cluster centroids. In any
case, the SSE increase caused by insensitive microaggregation is around one order of magnitude smaller than
the noise reduction this microaggregation enables when
used as a prior step to ε-diﬀerential privacy.
RL values shown in Figures 4(b)(d), 5(b)(d) and
6(b)(d) behave the other way round compared to SSE.
First, we notice that the standard MDAV algorithm
results in the highest percentage of linkages. For the
Census data set, a k-anonymity level k ≥ 20 is needed
to attain a percentage of linkages below 5%. For the two
Adult data sets, RL is much lower because the number
of distinct values of each categorical attribute is limited and because the number of records is much higher
(i.e., 30,162 for Adult vs. 1,080 for Census). As a result,
the probability of correct record linkages is much lower
(i.e., below 1% from k = 2). Insensitive MDAV yields
slightly more privacy than MDAV for the Census data
set and signiﬁcantly more privacy (less percentage of
record linkages) for the Adult data sets. The superior
RL reduction in Adult w.r.t. Census is coherent with
the diﬀerences in information loss observed in SSE values, which were caused by the less homogeneous clusterization in Adult. In all data sets, the RL values of insensitive microaggregation are very similar to the ones obtained with ε-diﬀerential privacy with ε = 10 for large
k. This shows that, for a large ε, the —theoretically—
more robust privacy oﬀered by diﬀerential privacy in
comparison with k-anonymity entails no practical advantage. For ε values of 0.01, 0.1 and 1.0, the RL values
hardly vary when the k-anonymity level increases, because they are already very low with the standard differential privacy (horizontal lines in Figures 4(d), 5(d)
and 6(d)). Note that, for such low ε-values, the RL
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values stay around 0.1% for Census data, which, considering the data set size of 1,080 records, corresponds
to the probability of successful random record linkage
(i.e., 1/1,080). For the two Adult data sets, RL behaves
similarly but it shows a much lower matching probability (i.e., around 0.0033%, that is, 1/30,162), because
of the larger cardinality of the data set. It can also
be seen that the level of privacy oﬀered by the standard ε-diﬀerential privacy is increased (i.e., lower RL)
or, at least, maintained when using prior microaggregation. This is especially noticeable for ε = 10.0, which
results in around half the RL even for the largest k values. Thus, we can conclude that the reduction in information loss achieved by using microaggregation prior
to noise addition does not entail appreciable privacy
penalties.
By analyzing the balance (Score) between the SSE
and RL ﬁgures summarized in Tables 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and
6, we can conclude that:
– Scores with respect to the standard MDAV algorithm (Tables 1, 3 and 5) are above 1.0 in all
√
cases for the Census data set for k ≤ n and for
Adult when ε = 0.01, 0.1 or 1.0. This shows that
the reduced disclosure risk brought by ε-diﬀerential
privacy more than compensates the relative increase
of information loss caused by noise in most conﬁgurations. Scores against standard microaggregation
tend to decrease as the microaggregation level k increases for larger ε values (which produce less random outputs). This is explained by the sharp decrease in RL achieved by the standard microaggregation as k grows, which is more noticeable than
the improvement in data utility achieved when reducing the required noise of diﬀerential privacy via
prior microaggregation. This suggests that standard
microaggregation, even though not oﬀering as robust theoretical privacy guarantees as diﬀerential
privacy, may achieve comparable results for large
k.
– Scores with respect to standard ε-diﬀerential privacy (Tables 2, 4 and 6) tend to increase as ε grows.
This is especially noticeable for the Census data set
for ε ≥ 1.0, thanks to the substantial information
loss reduction obtained by using k-anonymous microaggregation prior to ε-diﬀerential privacy and the
comparatively lower number of record linkages. For
the two Adult data sets, an ε = 10.0 is needed to
notice the signiﬁcant improvement. In both cases,
lower ε values tend to show no improvement because
of the impossibility of reducing even more the number of record linkages that occur by chance, which
deﬁne a minimum threshold achieved by the standard diﬀerential privacy approach.
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5.4 Statistical analysis of anonymized results
To complement the above evaluation, in this section
we provide an attribute-level analysis for some general
statistical queries for the numerical data set (Census).
As in [15], Θ and Θ denote the same statistic (e.g.,
attribute mean, attribute variance, etc.) for each attribute in the original data set and in its anonymized
version (by means of k-anonymity and/or ε-diﬀerential
privacy), respectively, we computed the variation of the
statistic introduced by the anonymization process as:
Δ(Θ) =

| Θ − Θ |
.
|Θ|

Variations were computed for the mean of each attribute (named Δ(mX ) for FEDTAX, Δ(mP ) for POTHVAL, Δ(mI ) for INTVAL and Δ(mF ) for FICA) and
also for their variances (Δ(σX ) for FEDTAX, Δ(σP )
for POTHVAL, Δ(σI ) for INTVAL and Δ(σF ) for FICA).
In both cases, the smaller the variations, the less is the
information loss and the better is the data utility. Results are reported in Table 7.
The variations of the attribute means directly depend on the amount of noise added to the anonymized
output. Hence, for the two k-anonymous MDAV implementations, attribute means are perfectly preserved in
the masked output since centroids are the exact means
of clustered values. Regarding diﬀerentially privacy implementations, we observe, for most attributes, a decrease for the variations of the mean against the standard ε-diﬀerential privacy when the k-anonymity fac√
tor applied to input data is k > n, that is k ≥ 33.
√
Notice that for k > n, the use of the prior microaggregation eﬀectively reduces the sensitivity and, thus,
the amount of noise added to the output in comparison
with the standard ε-diﬀerential privacy. For ﬁxed ε, the
sharpness of this decrease is similar for all attributes.
However, as ε increases from 0.01 to 10.0, the decrease
becomes sharper and sharper for all attributes. Indeed,
for ε = 0.01 the decrease for the variation of the mean
is barely noticeable, whereas for ε = 10.0 the decrease
√
is of two orders of magnitude when k ≈ 2 n. Hence, we
√
see that ε > 0.1 and k > n are needed to signiﬁcantly
improve (reduce) on the baseline variations of the mean
for all attributes.
The variations of the attribute variances increase for
the two MDAV implementations as the k-anonymity
level grows, since output record values tend to be more
homogeneous and thereby suppress more variance as a
result of the data aggregation process. The growth factor is larger for the standard MDAV algorithm in comparison with its insensitive version, because for small
k the former produces signiﬁcantly more homogeneous
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Table 7 Census data set. Variation
for several
statistics between the original data set and data sets anonymized with methods
√
√
using diﬀerent values of k (2, n and 2 n) and ε. Methods include standard ε-diﬀerential privacy (no prior microaggregation), ε-diﬀerential privacy with prior k-anonymous microaggregation, insensitive MDAV microaggregation and plain MDAV
microaggregation.
Statistic
Δ(mX )

Δ(mP )

Δ(mI )

Δ(mF )

Δ(σX )

Δ(σP )

Δ(σI )

Δ(σF )

Microaggregation
None
k=2
k=33
k=66
None
k=2
k=33
k=66
None
k=2
k=33
k=66
None
k=2
k=33
k=66
None
k=2
k=33
k=66
None
k=2
k=33
k=66
None
k=2
k=33
k=66
None
k=2
k=33
k=66

ε = 0.01
1.0947
1.1119
1.0762
1.1362
14.5160
14.3173
14.6917
14.0284
25.4754
25.0788
25.1908
24.5861
1.0126
0.9991
1.0145
1.0249
9.5299
9.5698
9.5308
9.4383
69.3473
69.7030
69.4637
68.7018
96.3225
96.5684
96.4524
95.2471
16.3302
16.3545
16.3165
16.1566

ε = 0.1
1.0356
1.1058
1.0432
0.8782
13.7959
13.5792
12.6272
11.128
24.6380
22.8018
21.9300
18.9270
0.9648
1.0004
0.9493
0.8142
9.2111
9.5637
9.2292
8.2329
67.3757
69.7434
67.2577
59.6482
93.3506
96.5631
93.1380
82.6625
15.7698
16.3723
15.7810
14.1721

clusters than the latter, but for larger k diﬀerences become less marked. Diﬀerential privacy implementations
behave the other way round. For all ε values, the variations of attribute variances decrease as the k-anonymity
level grows, for all attributes. In the same manner as for
the variations of means, an eﬀective improvement over
the standard ε-diﬀerential privacy is observed in most
√
cases when k > n, especially for larger ε. This suggests that prior microaggregation helped decrease the
large variance introduced by the noise added to fulﬁll
diﬀerential privacy. Again, decrease factors for variations of variances are larger for higher ε values.
It is important to note that results with ε = 10.0
are quite similar to those reported for the insensitive
MDAV implementation. On the other hand, results for
ε = 0.01 are so noisy for any microaggregation level
that they barely retain any utility. This suggests that
we can obtain diﬀerentially private results with a level
of statistical utility comparable to those of k-anonymity
when the ε is relaxed enough.
Finally, the results of the above analysis of attributelevel statistics are coherent with the results based on
SSE presented in previous sections. It becomes clear
that, for reasonable values of ε, prior microaggregation
helps ε-diﬀerentially private data to retain the utility
of original data much like standard k-anonymity does.

ε = 1.0
0.6925
1.0579
0.6998
0.2209
9.0362
13.9893
8.9438
3.2560
15.9486
24.7786
15.8544
5.9530
0.6151
1.0133
0.5708
0.1797
6.4855
9.5486
6.4280
2.0797
45.9873
69.5286
45.7902
11.6906
64.2854
96.4935
63.0454
16.1619
11.3811
16.3610
11.0145
3.8468

ε = 10.0
0.0500
1.1341
0.0454
0.0045
1.2125
13.9908
1.2064
0.1802
2.2799
24.5869
2.2675
0.4013
0.0270
1.0035
0.0362
0.0014
0.5122
9.4422
0.4171
0.1071
2.1168
68.8324
1.8889
0.3972
3.0044
95.4336
2.5768
0.4323
0.9712
16.1667
0.8795
0.1436

Insensit. MDAV
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0447
0.0804
0.1015
0.0
0.0697
0.1268
0.2429
0.0
0.0950
0.1358
0.2362
0.0
0.0593
0.1117
0.1634

MDAV
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0053
0.0156
0.0398
0.0
0.0247
0.0991
0.1967
0.0
0.0349
0.1327
0.2614
0.0
0.0067
0.0224
0.0670

6 Conclusions
We have presented an approach that combines k-anonymity and ε-diﬀerential privacy in order to reap the
best of both models: namely, the reasonably low information loss incurred by k-anonymity and its lack
of assumptions on data uses, and the robust privacy
guarantees oﬀered by ε-diﬀerential privacy. In our approach, we use a newly deﬁned insensitive microaggregation to obtain a k-anonymous data set by considering all attributes as quasi-identiﬁers; then we take
the k-anonymous microaggregated data set as an input to which uncertainty is added in order to reach
ε-diﬀerential privacy. We have also described how our
approach can be applied to numerical and categorical
attributes and also to records combining heterogeneous
attribute types.
In addition to a theoretical proposal, we have presented empirical results for heterogeneous data sets which
show that our approach reduces the information loss of
standard diﬀerential privacy, while preserving its theoretical privacy guarantee and improving the practical
privacy (percentage of record linkages).
In particular, empirical results showed that, for reasonable values of ε, and thanks to the ability of the
microaggregation mechanism to exploit the underlying
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structure of data, the loss of utility incurred by the
k-anonymous microaggregation step is more than compensated by the beneﬁts brought by the noise reduction
for the ε-diﬀerential privacy stage.
Future work will involve at least the following research lines:
– Even though special care has been exerted to avoid
damaging within-cluster homogeneity when making
microaggregation insensitive, there is still room for
improvement, especially for categorical data. New
criteria to deﬁne total orders are conceivable, such as
ﬁxing sampling and sorting strategies of data spaces,
so that the within-cluster homogeneity reaches levels more similar to the ones achieved by standard
microaggregation.
– It would also be interesting to deﬁne a methodology that, given a data set, a target privacy level ε
and ﬁxed utility and privacy measures, determines
the most suitable k for the prior k-anonymous microaggregation, in view of optimizing the data utility and/or disclosure risk.
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